Background and Purpose-Developing a better understanding of the trajectory and timing of stroke recovery is critical for developing patient-centered rehabilitation approaches. Here, we quantified proprioceptive and motor deficits using robotic technology during the first 6 months post stroke to characterize timing and patterns in recovery. We also make comparisons of robotic assessments to traditional clinical measures. Methods-One hundred sixteen subjects with unilateral stroke were studied at 4 time points: 1, 6, 12, and 26 weeks post stroke. Subjects performed robotic assessments of proprioceptive (position sense and kinesthesia) and motor function (unilateral reaching task and bimanual object hit task), as well as several clinical measures (Functional Independence Measure, Purdue Pegboard, and Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment). Results-One week post stroke, many subjects displayed proprioceptive (48% position sense and 68% kinesthesia) and motor impairments (80% unilateral reaching and 85% bilateral movement). Interindividual recovery on robotic measures was highly variable. However, we characterized recovery as early (normal by 6 weeks post stroke), late (normal by 26 weeks post stroke), or incomplete (impaired at 26 weeks post stroke). Proprioceptive and motor recovery often followed different timelines. Across all time points, robotic measures were correlated with clinical measures. Conclusions-These results highlight the need for more sensitive, targeted identification of sensory and motor deficits to optimize rehabilitation after stroke. Furthermore, the trajectory of recovery for some individuals with mild to moderate stroke may be much longer than previously considered. 
C
haracterizing the timecourse and magnitude of sensorimotor recovery after stroke has been a fundamental challenge for the field of stroke recovery. Historically, studies have suggested that most recovery may occur within the first few weeks post stroke, quickly plateaus, 1, 2 and can be dependent on stroke severity. These studies used basic clinical measurements of recovery that can often oversimplify the understanding of how different neurological impairments recover. Furthermore, these studies have been criticized for failing to acknowledge the interindividual variability commonly seen clinically 3, 4 and have also been challenged by more recent findings that recovery can occur in chronic stroke. [5] [6] [7] With the push toward personalized medicine, 8 it is necessary to better understand the role that individual impairments play in recovery to enable better prognostication and treatment planning. Clinical experience suggests that timing and magnitude of recovery are variable across individuals, and it is not clear whether sensory and motor functions recover at the same rate.
Motor recovery after stroke has received more attention than any other impairment in the rehabilitation literature. 1, 2, 9 Yet, somatosensory deficits contribute to poor function after stroke, [10] [11] [12] [13] with >50% of stroke survivors having proprioceptive impairments. 14, 15 Although these deficits are thought to significantly affect stroke recovery, 10, 16 few studies have examined the effect of somatosensory impairments on recovery. 12, 17 Most studies examining motor or sensory recovery have relied on observer-based ordinal scales. 1, 2, 9, 12 These have been criticized for problems with ceiling effects 18 or issues with reliability. 19 However, more recently, robotics have shown to be a powerful measurement tool 14, 15, [20] [21] [22] [23] for determining when impairment returns to normal using continuous performance metrics that allow for comparison of poststroke performance with neurologically intact humans.
Here, we characterize the magnitude and timing of proprioceptive and motor recovery during the first 6 months post stroke using robotics. Second, we compare the patterns of proprioceptive recovery to motor recovery. Finally, we examine the relationship of our robotic measures to many existing clinical measures.
; in that, our subjects were missing data because of missed study appointments because of inability to travel. Subjects were excluded if they had preexisting neurological disease, musculoskeletal injuries, or could not understand task instructions. This study was approved by the local ethics board, and all subjects provided informed consent.
Robotic Assessments
Subjects performed 4 individual robotic tasks assessing position sense 14 ( Figure 1A ), kinesthesia 15 ( Figure 1B ), motor function of the affected arm 21 ( Figure 1C ), and simultaneous motor function of both arms 25 ( Figure 1D ). For all tasks, subjects sat in the wheelchair base of the robotic exoskeleton (KINARM; BKIN Technologies Ltd, Kingston, Ontario, Canada) with their arms supported against gravity. When applicable, subjects viewed visual feedback of the limbs in a horizontally mounted virtual reality display aligned with the robotic workspace.
Robotic Measures of Proprioception
In the position sense task (PM) 14 ( Figure 1A ), without vision, the robot moved the subjects' stroke-affected arm (passive arm) to 1 of the 9 locations. When the robot stopped moving, the subject mirrormatched the location of the passive arm with their less-affected arm (active arm). We measured 3 parameters known to quantify position sense with this task 14 : (1) variability, (2) contraction/expansion, and (3) systematic shifts (descriptions are given in the Methods section in the online-only Data Supplement).
In the kinesthetic matching task (KIN) 15 ( Figure 1B ), without vision, the robot moved the subjects' stroke-affected arm (passive arm) to 1 of the 3 locations at a preset speed, direction, and magnitude of movement. Subjects then mirror-matched the robotic movement with the less-affected arm (active arm) as soon as they felt the passive arm begin to move. We measured 8 parameters known to quantify kinesthesia 15 : (1) initial direction error (IDE), (2) initial direction error variability, (3) path length ratio (PLR), (4) path length ratio variability, (5) response latency, (6) response latency variability, (7) peak speed ratio, and (8) peak speed ratio variability.
Robotic Measures of Motor Control
In the visually guided reaching task (VGR) 21 ( Figure 1C ), subjects performed an 8-target center-out reaching task. We measured 9 parameters known to quantify reaching behavior. 21 (1) posture speed (PS), (2) reaction time, (3) initial direction error (VGR-IDE), (4) initial distance ratio, (5) speed maxima count, (6) minimum/maximum speed difference, (7) movement time, (8) path length ratio (VGR-PLR), and (9) maximum speed.
In the object hit task (OH) 25 ( Figure 1D ), subjects viewed virtual paddles at the position of each index finger and were instructed to hit balls moving toward them away from the body. We measured 12 parameters known to quantify unimanual and bimanual motor behavior with OH 25 : (1) total hits, (2) hand bias hits, (3) miss bias, (4) hand transition, (5) hand selection overlap, (6) median error, (7) and (8) speed of the affected or unaffected hand, (9) hand speed bias, (10) and (11) movement area of the affected or unaffected hand, and (12) movement area bias.
Normative Robotic Data
Within each of the robotic tasks, data from individuals with stroke was compared with normative control data. Neurologically normal controls were collected to establish normative control ranges (95% normative range) on each parameter within each task. If a subject with stroke fell outside of this normative control range, they were considered significantly different from the control group.
All scores were normalized to a z score distribution to make within and across parameter comparisons. Subjects were considered abnormal/fail on robotic parameters where z>1.65 (95% confidence interval). Overall task failure was determined via the number of parameters failed by 95% of controls and was >1 parameter for PM, 14 and >2 parameters for KIN, 15 VGR, 21 and OH.
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Classification of Recovery Groups
We classified subject recovery based on the time point at which the subject achieved normal performance for each task; normal: subjects within the control range at TP1, early recovery: abnormal at TP1 but within control range at TP2, and late recovery: abnormal at TP1 and TP2, but within control range at TP4, and incomplete recovery: abnormal at TP1, TP2, and TP4.
To quantify similarities and differences in recovery across groups and tasks, within each task, we determined how many subjects deviated by plus or minus 1 subject group from their own (eg, a subject classified as early on VGR and late on OH was considered consistent, whereas a subject classified as early on VGR and incomplete on OH was considered inconsistent).
Clinical Assessments
At each time point, all subjects with stroke were evaluated on the Thumb Localizer Test (a clinical measure of position sense 26 assessment was completed by 1 of the 2 assessors who received formal training in conducting all assessments. Assessors were both experienced stroke rehabilitation therapists who performed >20 assessments in each other's presence at the beginning of the study and then periodically throughout the study to ensure maximum consistency within and between assessors.
Data and Statistical Analyses
In our sample, 40 of 464 data points were missing (described above).
In each of these cases, we treated the data as ignorable, 24 and analyses comparing performance between 2 time points within a subject with a missing time point (eg, completed TP1, but missed TP2) were omitted. One-way ANOVAs were used to determine significant differences 
Results
Subject demographics are described in the Table. At TP1, according to FIM scores, 76 subjects at TP1 had mild stroke (FIM score>80), 35 had moderate stroke (FIM score≥40 and ≥80), and 2 had severe stroke (FIM score<40).
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Exemplars of Sensory and Motor Recovery After Stroke
In Figure 1 , we compare typical control behavior (left column) with recovery in individuals after stroke (right panels). For PM, our exemplar control accurately matches target locations and workspace area ( Figure 1A ; variability=3.4 cm and contraction/expansion=0.83). At 1 week post stroke, the subject with stroke demonstrates highly impaired PM behavior, with high variability (variability=10.6 cm) and workspace contraction (contraction/expansion=0.12). In KIN ( Figure 1B ), the control subject accurately matched direction, magnitude, and speed of the robotic movement (KIN-IDE=14.7°, KIN-PLR=1.1, and peak speed ratio=1.04). The subject with stroke displayed highly impaired behavior at TP1, with large directional errors (KIN-IDE: TP1=57.8°) and failure to complete 50% of the movements to a single location. Over time, kinesthesia recovers with a reduction of directional errors (KIN-IDE: TP2=33.3°, TP3=27.2°, and TP4=25.7°). Figure 1C and 1D display exemplars for motor recovery using VGR and OH with the stroke-affected arm. In VGR, the control subject made regular, straight-line reaching movements to each of the targets ( Figure 1C 
Variability of Timelines for Recovery After Stroke
In each robotic task, there was high variability in the amount of recovery across individual subjects (Figure 2 ), despite trends in mean behavior being comparable across tasks. On average, scores improved over time in each task, and comparisons between TP3 and TP4 demonstrated significant improvements for subjects with impairments at TP1 (25% of parameters; paired t tests, P<0.05). However, despite this statistically significant improvement, many subjects did not fall within the normal range by TP4.
For PM and KIN, many individuals were impaired at TP1 (PM: 48%, n=56; KIN: 68%, n=79). Categorization into early, late, and incomplete groups showed fairly equal distribution of subjects among each of the groups (Figure 3A and 3B; Table II in the online-only Data Supplement). We quantified recovery as the magnitude of change in z score within the first 6 weeks (TP1 to TP2) and found no significant differences across early, late, and incomplete groups for PM (F(2,8)=1.01; P>0.05). For KIN, we found that this magnitude of change was significantly less for the incomplete group compared with the early group (F(2,22)=7.34, P=0.004; Tukey test, P<0.05). When we compared the magnitude of initial impairment across all 3 groups, we found that the there were few differences between the early and late groups but that the incomplete group was significantly more impaired compared with the early group for all PM parameters and for the majority of KIN parameters (5 of 9) at TP1 (Table III in the online-only Data Supplement).
For VGR and OH, many individuals were impaired at TP1 (VGR: 80%, n=93; OH: 85%, n=99). Categorization into early, late, and incomplete recovery (early: VGR: 24%, n=28; OH: 22%, n=26; late: VGR: 14%, n=16; OH: 12%, n=14) revealed that the majority of subjects were in the incomplete group (VGR: 42%, n=49; OH: 51%, n=59; Figure 3C and 3D; Table  II in the online-only Data Supplement). For VGR, we found no significant differences across groups for the magnitude of change from TP1 to TP2 (F(2,26)=0.99; P>0.05). For OH, we found that the change in z score from TP1 to TP2 was significantly larger for the late group compared with early and late compared with incomplete (F(2,35)=18.41, P<0.05; Tukey test, P<0.05). When we compared the magnitude of initial impairment across all 3 subject groups, we found few differences between the early and late groups. However, the incomplete group was significantly more impaired compared with the early group on nearly all parameters (VGR: 7 of 9 parameters and OH: 9 of 12; Table III in the online-only Data Supplement).
Separation of Motor and Sensory Recovery After Stroke
We examined the relationship between the amount and timing of recovery on 1 task compared with another and found that recovery on motor tasks was not necessarily indicative of recovery on the proprioceptive tasks (Figure 4 ). In Figure 4 , similar recovery curves are represented by the circles along the diagonal unity line, with the size of the circle reflecting the number of subjects. Although the size of circles along the diagonal can be large, many circles off the diagonal indicated that subjects exhibited different recovery patterns between tasks. We examined how many individuals had similar recoveries across tasks and found a high degree of consistency when comparing across-motor measures (VGR and OH) or comparing across-proprioceptive measures (PM and KIN). We observed that within motor measures (VGR versus OH) and within proprioceptive measures (PM versus KIN), there was a high degree of consistency, with only 16% (motor, Figure 4A ) and 17% (proprioceptive, Figure 4B ) of subjects with inconsistent performance. In contrast, we found that 32% (range, 22%-36%) of subjects had inconsistent performance when comparing motor and proprioceptive recovery ( Figure 4C ). This highlights that timing and magnitude of motor recovery are not necessarily coupled with proprioceptive recovery.
Comparison of Robotic Measures With Clinical Scores
We examined whether FIM scores were capable of reflecting differences in timing of recovery (early, late, and incomplete) by examining FIM scores as a function of individual parameters for each robotic task ( Figure 5 ). Within the robotic tasks, there were no significant interactions for FIM scores between groups (early, late, and incomplete recovery) and time points (TP1, TP2, TP3, and TP4; Figure 5 ; PM-VAR: F(6,120)=1. 4 We observed that the relationship between clinical measures (FIM, Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment, and Purdue Pegboard) and robotic scores was significantly correlated for all tasks at all time points post stroke (Table I in the online-only Data Supplement). The correlations for these 3 clinical measures were generally moderate to high and showed little change across time points. For the Thumb Localizer Test, we observed significant correlations at time point 1 for all 4 tasks, but this effect was not consistent across tasks or time points.
Discussion
Our findings highlight the importance of identifying and considering interindividual variability throughout the course of stroke recovery. The variability observed in our study is an acknowledged but typically uninvestigated problem in the field of stroke recovery. 3, 34 Our results reflect a recovery process far more complicated than has traditionally been appreciated in the literature.
Historical studies have suggested that stroke recovery, regardless of severity, plateaus within the first 3 months post stroke. 1, 2 More recent studies in chronic stroke have shown that improvement in function can be made well beyond the previously identified plateau period, even years post stroke. 5, 35 We found that clinical (Figure 4 ) and robotic measures (Figures 2 and 3) continued to improve until 6 months post stroke in some individuals. Although many subjects improved to normal on robotic scores by TP2, others did not. Subjects in the early group were consistent with historically described patterns of recovery, 1, 2, 9 showing large improvements over the first six weeks of recovery followed by a plateau. However, subjects in the late and incomplete groups continued to show improvement in both clinical ( Figure 4 ) and robotic measures (Figures 2 and 3 ) up to 6 months post stroke, which is in line with more recent opinions of stroke rehabilitation experts. 6, 7 The magnitude and timing of these improvements have important implications for recognizing that many stroke survivors have the capability to relearn proprioceptive or motor skills throughout the course of the first 6 months of recovery (and potentially beyond) and not just within the first few weeks post stroke when most organized rehabilitation is typically delivered.
Interindividual Variability
A current and difficult challenge in the field of stroke recovery is to better understand interindividual variability and its contribution to recovery. 3, 34 Many studies have investigated clinical scores, 36, 37 behavioral measures, 38, 39 or imaging [40] [41] [42] collected within the first week post stroke to predict long-term outcome of stroke. However, this has been a difficult problem because no 2 strokes are alike even with seemingly similar neuroanatomy 43 or impairment levels. 44 Unlike previous studies examining recovery, 1,2,9 we have a fairly homogenous sample with regard to functional severity. The majority of our subjects fall within the mild range on the FIM at TP1 (67%), and by TP2, nearly all (94%) subjects fell within the mild range. These clinical scores do not reflect the heterogeneity in robotic scores of our sample (Figure 2 ). Higher FIM scores may suggest that individuals are far less impaired than they actually are, as they permit compensatory strategies, which have been thought to be detrimental to neurological recovery. 45 
Importance of Proprioceptive Recovery
We found that performance or recovery on the motor tasks is not necessarily indicative of recovery in the proprioceptive tasks ( Figure 5 ; Table III in the online-only Data Supplement).
Until recently, identification of proprioceptive deficits and their potential contribution to the recovery process after stroke has received less attention than motor recovery. 14, 15, 19, 46 Our results have larger implications by suggesting that not only do proprioceptive deficits necessitate greater attention in neurorehabilitation but also the level or timing of motor recovery is not necessarily indicative of the level or timing of proprioceptive recovery.
Unimanual Versus Bimanual Movement
We also measured bimanual motor actions with OH, evaluating the use of both limbs in an environment where the subject can choose to use either limb. Perhaps, unsurprisingly, we observed that recovery in the unimanual VGR task did not always align with recovery in the OH task. Bimanual upper extremity function is often not specifically measured in studies of stroke recovery, but our results suggest that its assessment may offer value, especially given the number of functional activities that require 2 hands.
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Relationship of Robotic Measures With Clinical Measures
The popularity of robotics for rehabilitation has increased in the past decade because of their ability to deliver regular, repetitive movements. 35, [48] [49] [50] There is significant potential for robotics as measurement devices for neurological deficit because they are objective, reliable, and may be more sensitive than many clinical measures.
14,15,21,22, 51 We have shown that measures from all 4 robotic tasks were highly correlated with clinical measures suggesting criterion validity.
An advantage of using robotics to quantify behavior is that robotic tools can evaluate specific elements of impaired behavior (eg, impaired spatial motor function [VGR-IDE] versus impaired temporal motor function [reaction time]), which in turn can allow for targeted deficit-based rehabilitation. Unlike many clinical assessment tools, robotic assessments can be scored relative to the performance of neurologically healthy individuals. This norm-referenced approach for assessment permits examination of brain function that parallels how other organ systems are examined in medicine (ie, red blood cell count from a blood test).
Limitations
One limitation of our study is that we do not have complete data for all subjects at all 4 time points. However, only 9% of all data points were missing. This is actually smaller than rates seen in other recent, well-conducted larger studies in stroke rehabilitation that involved longitudinal follow-up. 5, 22, 35, 52 Another limitation of our study is that we are only investigating a small subset of the stroke population, those with mild to moderate stroke. Although it is important to consider and assess those with more severe stroke, we believe that our results are robust in indicating that we see large variability in Figure 3 (Continued). Average z scores are shown for the 3 groups for position matching task (A), kinesthetic matching task (B), visually guided reaching task (C), and object hit task (D). Grey boxes indicate the 95% control range. C/E indicates contraction/expansion; HSA, speed of the affected hand; HBH, hand bias hits; HSB, hand speed bias; HSO, hand selection overlap; HSU; speed of unaffected hand; IDE, initial direction error; IDEv, initial direction error variability; MAA, movement area of the affected hand; MAB, movement area bias; MMSD, minimum/maximum speed difference; MAU, movement area of the unaffected hand; ME, median error; MS, maximum speed; MT, movement time; PLR, path length ratio; PLRv, path length ratio variability; PS, posture speed; PSR, peak speed ratio; PSRv, peak speed ratio variability; RL, response latency; RLv, response latency variability; Shift, systematic shifts; SMC, speed max count; TH, total hits; and Var, variability. 
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Implications for Stroke Recovery and Neurorehabilitation
Many subjects in our sample displayed both motor and proprioceptive deficits. A larger question stemming from these deficits is how are motor and proprioceptive recovery related? The timing of the recovery of both modalities was not necessarily related or similar (Figure 4 ). We observed that many subjects that were categorized as early, late, and even incomplete on the motor tasks performed normally on PM or KIN. Furthermore, when we qualitatively consider the vascular territory or lesioned area, no clear pattern emerges as far as brain areas or type of stroke responsible for a particular deficit (Table IV in the online-only Data Supplement). Predicting patterns of recovery from initial brain damage seen on neuroimaging continues to prove difficult 53 and will require the implementation of imaging analysis techniques that are beyond the scope of the present article.
The assessment and treatment of proprioception throughout stroke recovery have recognized importance 10, 54, 55 but have been difficult to evaluate, 19 and we are aware of 1 study examining the relationship between recovery of motor and proprioceptive function. 16 Identifying and better characterizing these differences in impairment and recovery are paramount to delivering appropriate and personalized rehabilitation strategies that are necessary to optimize recovery after stroke. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Robotics for sensorimotor recovery after stroke
Supplemental Methods:
Robotic measures of proprioception In the position sense task 1 (Fig. 1A) , visual feedback of the arms and target locations was removed. The robotic exoskeleton moved the subjects' stroke-affected arm (passive arm) to one of nine pseudorandomly selected locations. When the robot stopped moving, the subject matched the location of the passive arm with their less-affected arm (active arm). Subjects matched the location of each target 6 times for a total of 54 matches. We measured 3 parameters known to quantify position sense with this task 1 . Average end-point position for each of the nine targets was calculated to determine the following: 1) Variability (Var) -An average measure of end point variability of matched locations across each of the nine targets; 2) Contraction/Expansion (C/E) -A measure of total workspace area of the subject compared to the total workspace area of the robot. Scores < 1 indicated a contracted workspace; 3) Systematic Shifts (Shift) -A measure of workspace translation, whether the subject matched the targets shifted left, right, up or down compared to the endpoint of the robotic movement.
In the kinesthetic matching task 2 (Fig. 1B) , visual feedback of the arms and target locations was removed. The robotic exoskeleton moved the subjects' stroke affected arm (passive arm) to one of three locations at a preset speed, direction and magnitude of movement. As soon as the subject felt the robot begin to move the passive arm, they were to match the speed, direction and magnitude of movement with the less affected arm (active arm). Subjects matched movements in two directions to three locations, six times for each direction for a total of 36 movements. We measured eight parameters known to quantify kinesthesia 2 . We measured four main parameters plus variability for each of the parameters: 1. 
Robotic measures of motor control
In the visually guided reaching task 3 ( Fig. 1C) , subjects performed an 8-target center-out reaching task. Subjects viewed visual feedback of the hand represented as a white cursor (1 cm diameter). They were then instructed to hold the cursor at a center (red) target. When a peripheral target appeared, they were instructed to quickly and accurately move to the peripheral target. Subjects performed 10 reaches to each target (total of 80 reaching movements) in a pseudorandom order. We measured 9 parameters known to quantify motor behaviour with this reaching task 3 In the object hit task 4 ( Fig. 1D) , subjects viewed virtual paddles at the position of the index finger and were instructed to use the paddles to hit balls moving towards them in the workspace. As time progressed, the speed and the frequency of the balls increased. A total of three hundred balls were presented and the task took approximately two and half minutes to complete. We measured 12 parameters known to quantify unimanual and bimanual motor behaviour with an object hit task 4 . 1.) Total Hits (TH) -A measure of the number of total ball hits; 2) Hand Bias Hits (HB) -A measure of relative hand usage to hit the objects; 3.) Miss Bias (MS) -Quantifies the weighted mean of average spatial location of misses; 4.) Hand Transition (HT) -A measure of the spatial location of where hand preference switches; 5.) Hand Selection Overlap (HSO) -Quantifies the number of consecutive hits made by opposite hands; 6.) Median Error (ME) -A score to quantify when during the task the subject had missed half of the balls; 7, 8.) Hand Speed of the Affected (7, HSA) or Unaffected Hand (8, HSU) -A measurement of average hand speed during the task; 9.) Hand Speed Bias (HSB) -The normalized difference in hand speed between the affected and unaffected hands; 10,11.) Movement Area of the Affected (10, MAA) or Unaffected Hand (11, MAU) -Quantifies the area covered by the hand over the course of the task for the affected or unaffected hand; 12.) Movement Area Bias (MAB) -The normalized difference in workspace area between the affected and unaffected hands.
Normative robotic data
All scores were normalized to a z-score distribution to make within and across parameter comparisons. If a subject fell outside the 95% range of normalized controls (z > 1.65), subjects were considered to be abnormal, or to fail the robotic parameter. For any subject that was unable to complete the reaching task due to complete hemiparesis, we assigned those subjects the maximum z-score observed on that parameter across all subjects with stroke. Additionally, one subject was unable to feel the robot move his unaffected arm during the kinesthetic matching task, and therefore made no movement during the task. This subject was assigned the maximum z-score observed for each of the kinesthesia parameters. Given that on any parameter 5% of controls would fall outside the range of "normal" on any given parameter, we verified that less than 5% of all control subjects fell outside the 95% range of control data on two or more parameters for the position matching task and three or more parameters on the kinesthetic matching, visually guided reaching or object hit tasks. 
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